China Development Brief's Bibliography of English-language Sources on Civil Society

Editor's Note: This bibliography is a response to the many students and scholars who contact us for suggestions about written sources on civil society in China. It attempts to list many of the writings on civil society, with an emphasis on China. The hardest part of creating this bibliography was deciding how to categorize these writings, and whether or not some writings should be included even though they were not directly about civil society. The categories we use here are by no means perfect and overlap. We hope though that they offer a useful way to access what has been written on the subject. Thanks to Emily Chesborough who created the template for this bibliography and input many of the entries you see here. This bibliography is of course a work in progress. If you see any errors, or would like to submit additions to this bibliography, please email us at inquiries@chinadevelopmentbrief.cn.
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Publications marked with * can be found in the China Development Brief library.

Civil Society and Rural Development


Civil Society and Business


Environment and Civil Society


**Ethnicity and Civil Society**

**Family and Civil Society**

**History and Civil Society**


**Intellectuals and Civil Society**


**Law and Civil Society**


Media, the Internet and Civil Society


Religion and Civil Society


Social Welfare and Civil Society

General


**Alleviation of Poverty**

**Child Welfare**


**Disabilities**


**Disaster Relief**

**Education**


**Migrant Labor/ Labor**

Public Health


Social Enterprise


Women and Gender


**Civil Society -- NGO Management**


**Civil Society - Advocacy**


**Civil Society – Economic and Social Development**

**Civil Society - Community Building**


**Civil Society – Comparative and International**


Civil Society - Homowners Associations


Civil Society-NGOs


**Civil Society – PRC**


Davis, Deborah, et. al. Urban Spaces in Contemporary China: The Potential for Autonomy and Community in Post-Mao China,


### Civil Society -- Theory


### Civil Society and Political Reform


**Civil Society - Volunteering**

**Civil Society - International Cooperation**